WHY SHOULD THIS BABY

RUIN YOUR
CAREER?
Journalism and motherhood: two exhausting roles to juggle.
Hannah Ewens and Barbara Speed investigate whether the industry
is doing enough to ensure women can do both
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Former magazine editor Michele Simmons still
at work, putting her two young children to bed
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hen Katie left her job at a radio station for maternity leave, she didn’t get
the farewell she had hoped for. “There was nothing.
No goodbye. I’d been working for the company for
eight years. It came to the end of my shift and I just
got into my car and drove home. As far as my boss
was concerned, the event wasn’t worth marking. He
was just angry that I’d gotten in the way of his rota.”
Katie returned to work but her original position
was no longer available. Instead, she was put on reporter shifts by her male boss. These were often late
at night and off site. “When you’re a working mother,
that’s not what you want to hear. But I needed the
money and had no choice but to swallow my tongue.”
Her boss made it clear that her pregnancy had
been an inconvenience on multiple occasions.
“Once,” she remembers, “he said out loud: ‘I will
never employ a mother again.’ This was in the presence of myself and other working mothers.”
Jane Shilling was working for a newspaper when
she found out she was pregnant. With a boss who
took a “dim view” of pregnant interviewers, she
worked through her pregnancy, taking only three
weeks off for the birth and felt she could “never
mention the baby” around colleagues.
These women’s experiences were 10 and 20 years
ago, but have things changed for mothers in jour68 nalism? Is the industry still as uncompromising and
inflexible? A Women in Journalism study conducted
in 2012 found that 78% of articles in national newspapers were written by men. However, this disappointing figure is not a result of gender imbalance
at entry level. Sue Ryan, who interviews for the Daily
Mail’s graduate schemes, says: “I see far more women coming into the industry, but then they disappear
for all the obvious reasons – it’s bloody hard work
bringing up a family and trying to work.”
Managing the full-time roles of mother and journalist is unquestionably difficult. Mother of two and
recently appointed editor of The Independent on Sunday
Lisa Markwell had childcare help from her husband.
She explains: “I consider myself very fortunate to
have been able to return to work knowing my husband was my children’s full-time carer. If I’d had a
baby and taken a year out of my career it might have
been more difficult to slot back in at the same level.”
For those without that option, leaving work for an
extended period of time can stand in the way of further promotion. Helen Lewis, deputy editor of the
New Statesman, says that in her experience many female journalists leave to have children in their thirties and find it hard to return. “My female friends
have found it’s almost impossible to come back to a
position at the same level, let alone try to progress
further. The gates are barred.” Of her own experience, she says: “I’m 30, I don’t have any kids. If I do,
it may well go wrong for me.”
The culture of 24-hour news and a news agenda that changes daily is particularly hard on parents who need leave and flexible work times. This,
of course, extends to both sexes. Yet the biological
and legal requirement for mothers to take leave and
the continued tendency for women to take time out
to raise children means that having children affects
women more than men in terms of their career.
Employers in the UK must offer maternity leave
with around 90% pay for 39 weeks, while men are

up to

entitled to two weeks of paternity leave. Beyond this,
flexible work or time off for childcare is up to employers’ own maternity policies.
Gabriella Jozwiak, who freelances for HR magazine, says media organisations tend to offer only the
“bog standard” leave package. “Offering long maternity leave is a bad business decision to make as an
editor. It’s sometimes not even worth the employer
getting cover – it takes time for them to build up
contacts and get the stories,” she says.
Maternity cover can create its own problems
for parents on leave. A newspaper journalist with
a five-year-old son, who wanted to remain anonymous, says of her experience: “There was a lack of
communication – I was unsure how secure my job
was from about halfway through my leave and I felt
threatened by the presence of maternity cover.”
Michele Simmons, a freelancer who has edited
a range of publications at EMAP and IPC, argues
that editors of women’s magazines have a more
positive approach to maternity leave than those at
newspapers, which tend to have male-dominated
offices. “I covered a maternity leave at Best magazine about three years ago and it was really well
organised with meetings beforehand and copious
handover notes,” she says.
When leave ends, the problems of school pickups
and other commitments can still make life difficult.
As an editor herself, Simmons was “very happy” to
offer part-time positions, and encouraged staff to
job share. “I had a member of editorial staff who
would leave at 2:30 every day so she could pick her
kids up from school.”
Carla Buzasi, editor of Huffington Post UK, stated a similar position at a Women in Journalism panel debate in November. She pointed out that it was
in her interests to let parents leave half an hour early for a “football match or a birthday party” – they
ended up happier, more balanced, and with more
ideas gleaned from the “real world”.
Lisa Markwell of The Independent on Sunday agrees
with Buzasi. “Staff who have meaningful lives outside the office bring a rounded attitude and diverse
views to the paper.” As a result, she is willing to work
around her staff ’s needs and changes. “I would
do everything in my power to accommodate those
wanting to take maternity leave and wanting to return with a different work pattern.”
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CASHING
IN ON
THE KIDS

JULIE MYERSON

However, some editors, like Katie’s, are not so
sympathetic, and part-time or flexible jobs are a rarity in the industry. For women who return to the 9 to 5
(or the 9 to 8), the costs of childcare can be crippling.
The recent Family and Childcare Trust survey
showed that a single parent working full-time and
earning £24,500 with one child aged three, faces
an annual childcare bill of more than £4,000. This
is despite being eligible for
both the 15-hour free childcare allowance and childcare
working tax credits. Most
journalists work in London,
where childcare costs up to
£120 a day.
Laura Saarikosi, features
editor at Finnish newspaper
Helsingin Sanomat, has lived in
both the UK and Finland.
While in the UK, she knew
many women who were
“forced to stay at home for
years” because of the high cost of childcare. In Finland, full-time public daycares cost only €260 (£216)
a month. Saarikosi believes that the strong presence
of Finnish women in politics has led to a better deal
for working parents, and that in the UK, the pressures keeping women at home are having a “huge
impact on women’s role in society”.
The cost of childcare means that women have to
come up with their own solutions. Katie Hind, showbiz editor at the Sunday People, is launching a campaign for a creche to be set up in the Trinity Mirror
building in Canary Wharf. “It’s a brilliant way of
keeping people in work,” she says, as parents could
visit children at lunchtime and return to work earlier
than they might have done otherwise.
Working from home is another attractive option.
Jozwiak, who held a full-time reporter post before
going freelance says that freelancing can offer welcome flexibility. Some female journalists have made
their names or enhanced their profiles by freelancing extensively about their pregnancy and children,
combining their jobs and home lives and saving time
in the process. Zoe Williams wrote columns and features for The Guardian pre and post-natally, and there
is a demand for columnists who fit the forty-something, 2.4 children profile of their readers. Yet a

journalist who specialises in social housing or health
may well resist the idea of turning her hand to the
subjects of domesticity and dummies.
Freelancing can be a viable and rewarding career
choice for working mothers. Jozwiak says: “If employers were more flexible with freelance, mothers
could do the work at home while the kids are in the
other room or work around it.” Markwell feels the
digital revolution should make
the workplace more flexible.
“It should make things easier for mothers and fathers to
work from home, to work unusual shifts, to share jobs more
easily.”
New maternity and paternity laws which come into place
in April 2015 will offer a full
year’s leave which parents can
request to split between them
– though paid paternity leave
will still only total two weeks.
Male journalists will be able to take far longer than
the current two-week allowance for the birth of their
children. However, the difficulties already faced by
female journalists taking leave make it unlikely that
significant numbers of men will take up the offer –
the government expects that only 4 to 6% of fathers
will ask for longer paternity leave.
Tom Chivers, assistant comment editor at The
Telegraph, recently took two weeks paternity leave for
the birth of his first child. “In an ideal world, I’d have
been able to spend another couple of weeks helping
out,” he says.
However, he is unsure whether he could take longer leave even when the law changes: “On my desk
we don’t feel overstaffed at the best of times, so it’s
hard leaving your colleagues in the lurch for extended periods.”
Katie, who faced strong opposition when she took
leave from her job at a radio station, feels that the
change in the law could make a real difference – not
necessarily to the number of men taking longer paternity leave, but to the attitudes towards working
mothers.
She predicts: “It will make men just as much a liability to employ as women. If men are just as liable to
take that time off, then everything changes.”

“THE NEW
SHARED LEAVE
WILL MAKE MEN
JUST AS MUCH
OF A LIABILITY”
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LORRAINE CANDY
The ELLE UK editor-in-chief called having children
as “addictive” as eating hobnobs: “once you
start you can’t stop”. Candy came under attack
from the media and public for being “selfish”
and “environmentally irresponsible” when she
announced the birth of her fourth child. She
wrote a defiant response in the Daily Mail.

JON RONSON
Just because you’re the one writing doesn’t
mean you’re the one in control as Jon Ronson
learnt. The journalist and father had a Guardian
column until his young son made him swear on
his life to quit – a hilarious exchange that is
recounted in Ronson’s final column.
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Independent on Sunday editor, Lisa Markwell, jet-setting with her family on holiday

Don’t use your adolescents for inspiration unless you can deal with the consequences.
When Mrs Myerson was revealed as the
anonymous author of Living with Teenagers, a
Guardian column and later a book, detailing her
life and those of her three teenage children,
she was the object of disdain in the journalism
world. Her son Jake called her “slightly insane”
and the book “obscene” and decided to change
his last name.
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